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WITTENSTEIN develops customized 

products, systems and solutions for 

highly dynamic motion, maximum-

precise positioning and smart networking 

for mechatronic drive technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gearboxes from WITTENSTEIN 

alpha with “cynapse” have an 

integrated sensor module that 

enables Industry 4.0 connectivity. 

WITTENSTEIN SE 

WITTENSTEIN at Hannover Messe 2019 

 
Smart gearbox points 
the way into the digital future 
 

 

As the market leader and a pioneer when it comes to 

mechatronic drive technology, WITTENSTEIN will be exhibiting 

at the Hannover Messe 2019 under the motto “Get started: play 

IIoT smart & simple”. Smart gearboxes from WITTENSTEIN alpha 

– gearboxes with “cynapse” – are set to make their debut at the 

upcoming event. The integrated sensor module enables Industry 

4.0 connectivity. This exciting product premiere is embedded in 

the digitalization strategy which has been on the agenda at the 

WITTENSTEIN Group for more than a decade. 

 

WITTENSTEIN alpha GmbH will take advantage of the upcoming 

Hannover Messe 2019 by becoming the first component 

manufacturer to bring smart gearboxes to market as standard 

products – gearboxes with “cynapse”. The innovation will be 

available for gearboxes in the alpha Premium Line from the launch 

date and then gradually extended to all WITTENSTEIN alpha series. 

Gearboxes with “cynapse” are identical to the existing models in 

terms of design, size and contour, so that a drive solutions wh ich 

has already been designed needs no further modification. It is the 

sensor module integrated in the smart gearbox that makes the 

difference. 

 

From gearbox to IIoT 

 

Thanks to the integrated sensor module, influencing quantities in the 

process and the environment which impact on gearbox operation can 

be identified, measured and output via an IO link. In other words, 

these smart gearboxes allow parameters such as temperature, 

vibration, operating hours and mounting position to be recorded and 

communicated to the cloud level using the standardized connectivity 

of the IO link interface and an IO link master. Both there and in the 

machine’s immediate environment this information can be used, for 

instance, to improve the availability and productivity of processes 

and equipment in condition monitoring or predictive maintenance 

applications. Gearboxes with “cynapse” thus provide universal 
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WITTENSTEIN SE 

connectivity: data flows to their own machine infrastructures as well 

as to all standard IIoT platforms. 

 

These gearboxes will not be the only exhibits at the WITTENSTEIN 

booth to bear witness to the key role traditionally played by 

digitalization, which has already been implemented in several 

marketable applications like the sensorized Galaxie® Drive System, 

iTAS® – the modular servo drive system with a web server for 

automated guided vehicles – or a smart drive system with Industry 

4.0 connectivity for heavy-duty electric torque multipliers. The new 

smart gearboxes yet represent another milestone in WITTENSTEIN’s 

evolution from a drive manufacturer and mechatronics corporation to 

a “Leader in Cybertronics”. 

 

 

Understanding digitalization in a business and social context  

 

Technology leadership is at the core of the WITTENSTEIN brand 

essence. To help maintain that position, the Group is committed to 

actively shaping the digital transformation. WITTENSTEIN stepped 

into the production world of the future back in 2012 with the first 

visible projects at its Fellbach facility just outside Stuttgart. The next 

landmark was the opening of the “Digitalization Center” in 2016, 

which meanwhile comprises 30 or so sensor, electronics, software, 

data and cloud specialists. The Center’s digitalization strategy 

defines four key focuses as the Group makes the transition from a 

drive manufacturer and mechatronics corporation to a “Leader in 

Cybertronics”: end-to-end digitalization of the WITTENSTEIN product 

world, digitalized production of the future, digital customer 

interaction and the integrative design of a digital work culture. In 

short, WITTENSTEIN is pioneering the digital transformation with 

extensive digitalization expertise in manufacturing, assembly, 

logistics and materials management processes.  
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WITTENSTEIN SE 

Invitation to the WITTENSTEIN SE press briefing at the 
Hannover Messe 2019: 
 
 
Get started: play IIoT smart & simple 

 

At the traditional WITTENSTEIN SE press briefing at the Hannover 

Messe, the trade press will be offered insights into  

 

●    The new smart gearbox in the context of the digital 

transformation at WITTENSTEIN SE.  

 

When? Tuesday, April 2, 2019 from 3 to 3.30 p.m. 

Where? WITTENSTEIN SE, Hall 15, Stand F10 

 

Speaker:  

Dr. Dirk Haft, WITTENSTEIN SE Management Board 

 

Please confirm your attendance as soon as possible. We look 

forward to meeting you there!  

 

 

 

 

Text and photograph in printable quality can be downloaded from 

presse.wittenstein.de. 

 

 
WITTENSTEIN SE – one with the future 

With around 2600 employees worldwide and sales of €385 million in 2017/18, 

WITTENSTEIN SE enjoys an impeccable reputation for innovation, precision and excellence in 

the field of mechatronic drive technology – not just in Germany but internationally. The group 

comprises six pacesetting Business Units with separate subsidiaries for servo gearboxes, servo 

actuator systems, medical technology, miniature servo units, innovative gearing technology, 

rotary and linear actuator systems, nanotechnology and electronic and software components for 

drive technologies. Through its 60 or so subsidiaries and agents in approximately 40 countries, 

WITTENSTEIN SE (www.wittenstein.de) is additionally represented in all the world's major 

technology and sales markets.  
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